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Abstract

An experimental investigation of the heat and mass transfer to an evaporating hydrophilic water droplet using thin-foil
thermography and droplet shape analysis is reported. These results have been compared with that of a superhydrophobic
evaporating droplet. The hydrophilic droplet initially evaporated with a pinned contact line before unpinning and
evaporating with a receding contact line. The largest heat flux is observed at the contact line region for both droplets.
The hydrophilic droplet evaporated 34% faster than its superhydrophobic counterpart due to its greater contact line
length, liquid-gas interface temperature and solid-liquid surface area for the majority of its evaporation. In general, the
hydrophilic droplet dissipated a greater total power due to its larger contact line length and solid-liquid surface area,
while the superhydrophobic droplet had a greater average heat flux due to its larger contact line length density for the
majority of its evaporation time. The average heat flux to the evaporating droplets was demonstrated to vary as a linear
function of the contact line length density.
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1. Introduction

Droplet evaporation represents a common natural phe-
nomenon that has applications in numerous industrial fields:
DNA mapping, ink-jet printing, surface patterning and
evaporative spray cooling among others [2–14]. Heat and
mass transfer to the contact line region of an evaporating
droplet is a classical heat and mass transfer problem that
is not yet fully solved. The thermal-physics of the three-
phase contact line is one area that still needs significant
research in order to fully understand droplet evaporation.
Albeit a proportionately small region compared with the
overall droplet size, the wetting physics at the contact line
are crucial in defining the static and dynamic mechanics
and related heat and mass transfer of evaporating droplets.
For example, depending on the wetting properties of the
fluid and solid, it is possible to categorize four regimes of
droplet evaporation: constant contact angle (CCA), con-
stant contact radius (CCR), mixed, and stick-slip [15].

The characteristic difference between a hydrophilic and
hydrophobic droplet is in the formation of their respective
contact lines. For a hydrophilic droplet, the adsorbed film
region forms due to the strong long-range intermolecular
forces between the solid and liquid phases. These forces
result in a contact line region incorporating several length
scales (Fig. 1a) varying from nanometer in the adsorbed
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film (10 – 20 nm [16]) to the millimetre in the bulk droplet.
The disjoining pressure in the adsorbed film prevents evap-
oration in this region [17]. As the film grows into the tran-
sition region, a reduction in the adhesion forces enables the
highest local heat fluxes [16, 18] due to the low thermal
resistance from the small film thickness (1 - 3 µm) [16].
Moving radially inward from the transition to the micro-
convection region, the droplet film thickness grows, the
local thermal resistance increases and the heat flux den-
sity decreases. Heat transfer within the central bulk of
the droplet can be dominated by convection or conduc-
tion depending on the Péclet number. This contact line
structure is distinctly different compared to a non-wetting
droplet which experiences weak adhesion forces between
the liquid and solid phases. This results in a considerably
smaller adsorbed film region [13] which prevents the cre-
ation of a transition region, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. As a
consequence, the contact line heat transfer mechanisms for
a non-wetting droplet are substantially different to that of
a wetting droplet. For an evaporating superhydrophobic
droplet, the peak local heat flux has recently been observed
at the contact line [15]. This is due to the highest liquid-
gas surface temperature occurring at the droplet base at
the contact line. The heated surface establishes a ther-
mal boundary layer in the adjacent liquid and the ther-
mal resistance and heat flux density from the substrate is
strongly influenced by this boundary layer. At the contact
line, the boundary layer intersects the liquid-gas interface
creating a region below which the liquid-gas surface tem-
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Nomenclature

A Area [mm2]
C Curvature [mm−1]
Cp Specific heat capacity [J]
E Energy [W m−1 K−1]
H height [mm]
k Thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]]
q′′ Heat flux [W m−2]
R Radius [mm]
S Coordinate [mm]
T Temperature [K]
t Time [min]
V Volume [µL]

Dimensionless Numbers
Bi Bi = hL/k [-]

Greek Symbols
δ Thickness [µm]
γ Surface tension [N m−1]]
ρ Density [kg m−3]
θ Contact angle [°]

Subscripts
∞ Bulk or infinity
ag Air gap

b base
c hydrophobically coated substrate
cap Capacitive or storage
con Heat transfer from substrate
cond Conduction
d Droplet
f Foil
gen Generated
lc Lateral conduction
lg liquid-gas
p Paint
r Radial coordinate direction
s Heated substrate
sl solid-liquid
T apex
u uncoated substrate
wf Working fluid
x, y, z Coordinate direction

Acronyms
CCA Constant contact angle
CCR Constant contact radius
CLD Contact line length density
IR Infrared
PU Percentage uncertainty
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Figure 1: Evaporation at the contact line. (a) partially wetting droplet [1] and (b) partially non-wetting droplet.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the experimental apparatus.

perature is high. At this location, diffusion and possibly
advection of heat to the droplet interface is released effec-
tively, due to the proportionately high saturation pressure.
Therefore, the close proximity of the heated surface and
the liquid-gas interface at the contact line region combined
with the high vapour diffusion to the ambient creates an
overall lower thermal resistance pathway between the heat
source (heated substrate) and the heat sink (the ambient
air). Thus, contact line evaporation for a partially non-
wetting droplet is also greatest at the contact line though
due to quite different mechanisms compared with wetting
droplets. Therefore, it can be said that the underlying
physical mechanics of contact line evaporation for partial
wetting and partial non-wetting droplets are now known,
but there is substantial research required to fully under-
stand their nature.

Previous work by the present authors [15] detailed the
local heat flux distribution beneath an evaporating super-
hydrophobic water droplet using thermal imaging and ge-
ometric analysis of the evaporating droplet. The current
investigation extends upon this earlier work by exploring
the spatial distribution of the surface heat flux beneath an
evaporating hydrophilic droplet over its complete life-cycle
and comparing it to that of the previously characterized
superhydrophobic droplet. To the best of knowledge, this
study is the first to compares the local heat transfer be-
neath both a partially non-wetting and partially wetting
evaporating droplets for a full evaporation event. Simulta-
neously, the droplet interfaces are analyzed and contrasted
to investigate the impact of geometric properties on heat
transfer and droplet mechanics.

2. Experiment and Analysis

2.1. Experimental apparatus

The experimental facility, data reduction and analysis
have been described in detail in previous work published
by the present authors [15]. Therefore only a brief de-
scription will be given here. The apparatus is outlined in

Table 1: Foil and paint properties [15, 19].

Foil Paint
Thickness, δ [µm] 25 10.52
Density, ρ [kg m−3] 7960 1261
Thermal conductivity, k
[W m−1 K−1]

16.3 0.095

Specific heat, Cp [J kg−1 K−1] 502 2835
Roughness uncoated, Rau [nm] 60 -
Roughness coated, Rac [nm] 176 -
Paint emissivity, εp - 0.95

Fig. 2 and can be divided into two key parts; the heat
transfer section and the imaging system. The resistively
heated substrate (Fig. 2) is a 25 µm thick 316 stainless
steel foil (Goodfellow, 140 × 80 × 0.025 mm3, P/N: 505-
400-04). The underside of the foil is coated with a 10.5 µm
thick layer of matte black paint to provide a known, high
emissivity for the infrared thermography. The substrate
properties are outlined in Table 1 [15, 19]. Two top surface
substrate conditions are implemented; hydrophilic and su-
perhydrophobic. The hydrophilic condition corresponds
to the raw uncoated steel foil, while the superhydropho-
bic case is achieved using Glaco Mirror Coat Zero [15].
The thickness and thermal resistance of the coating are as-
sumed sufficiently thin and negligible respectively during
the analysis of the experimental data. The wetting proper-
ties of the hydrophilic and superhydrophobic droplets are
listed in Table 2.

The imaging system is composed of an optical camera
(Point Grey, P/N: CMLN-1352M) and a high speed, high-
resolution thermal imaging camera (FLIR P/N: SC6000).
Data acquisition for both cameras is controlled by a purpose-
built LabVIEW program. The optical camera is mounted
parallel to the steel foil and is focused on the side profile of
the evaporating droplet. It has a resolution of 1280× 960
pixels with a pixel size of 10.5 µm. The thermal imaging
camera is focused on the underside of the steel foil and
captures the temperature distribution beneath the evapo-
rating droplet. During testing, the thermal imaging cam-
era records at a resolution of 400 × 400 pixels, with each
pixel having a spatial resolution of 160 µm and a noise
equivalent differential temperature of <20 mK.

Experiments are conducted under ambient conditions.
An 80 µL water droplet is deposited on the substrate at the
start of testing. The foil is heated by Joule effect producing
by a uniform volumetric heat generation and a subsequent
average surface heat flux of 912 W m−2, this results in a
substrate temperature of ∼ 70°C at steady state when no
droplet is present. Due to the low Biot numbers, the tem-
perature through the thickness of the foil and paint layers
is assumed constant. Thermal data is acquired for 1 sec-
ond every 60 seconds, the Point Grey optical camera is set
to continuously record at 2 Hz throughout the evaporation
period.
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Table 2: Hydrophilic and superhydrophobic droplet advancing and receding contact angles.

Hydrophilic Superhydrophobic
Advancing contact angle, θA 85 160 [°]
Receding contact angle, θR 50 159 [°]
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Figure 3: Heated substrate energy flow balance within a single dx x
dx element of thickness δf and δp.

2.2. Analysis

To determine the heat transfer and interfacial dynam-
ics of the droplet both the spatial temperature distribution
and the captured optical image of the evaporating droplet
are analysed. All experimental data is processed in MAT-
LAB. To calculate the thermal energy convected to the
droplet an element-wise energy balance is preformed on
the substrate, with each element consisting of a volume of
dx× dx× δ, where dx is the pixel width of the IR camera
and δ is the thickness of the substrate. Fig 3 illustrates
the heat transfer energy flow within a singly element of the
heated substrate. Uniform heat generation across the foil
and paint layers is assumed. A lumped capacitance anal-
ysis is preformed as the Biot number is � 1 for both the
foil and paint layers. Accounting for system losses, conju-
gate heat transfer and energy storage within the substrate
yields:

q′′d = q′′gen − q′′cond − q′′rad,b

+ (kfδf + kpδp)

(
∂2Ts
∂x2

+
∂2Ts
∂y2

)
− (ρfCp,fδf + ρpCp,pδp)

∂Ts
∂t

(1)

where kf , kp, δf , δp, Cp,f , Cp,p are the foil and paint
thermal conductivity, thickness and specific heat capacity
respectively. Values for these parameters are shown in
Table 1. Eq. 1 accounts for the generated flux within the

Figure 4: Schematic of droplet geometric parameters.

substrate (q′′gen), the one-dimensional conduction (q′′cond)
and the radiation (q′′rad,b) through the 7 mm air gap from
the underside of the substrate. The final two terms in Eq.
1 are the heat transfer due to lateral conduction (q′′lc) and
heat storage (q′′cap) within the substrate respectively. q′′con
is the heat flux transferred from the heated substrate into
the evaporating droplet. q′′con also encompasses the heat
flux into the surrounding air in the far-field (Sr > Rb).
The droplet evaporation is assumed quasi-steady during
the 1 second capture period. This approximation is correct
due to the proportionately small calculated energy storage
term for all test points. The radial profile of the heat flux
is determined by averaging lines taken radially from the
centre of the droplet at 0.5° increments.

The interface profile of the evaporating droplet is deter-
mined from the captured optical images. From the droplet
interface a number of key geometric parameters can be
calculated, these are illustrated in Fig. 4. During evapo-
ration, the droplet boundary at the contact line can be-
come obscured due to thermal refraction, shadowing and
reflections. Using the droplet height, approximate droplet
volume and apex curvature it is possible to calculate the
evaporating droplet interface and thus contact angle using
the Young-Laplace equation for the present hydrostatic
case [20], this is given by:

γ

(
1

R1
+

1

R2

)
=

2γ

RT
− g(ρl − ρg)(z −Hd) (2)

where R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature, RT

is the radius of the droplet apex, γ is the surface tension,
ρl and ρg are the density of the liquid and surrounding
gas respectively, Hd and z are the droplet height and the
height of the point on the interface being evaluated.

2.3. Uncertainty

The propagation of errors in the calculated thermal
and geometric values are determined using the Taylor se-
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Figure 5: Hydrophilic (a - b) and superhydrophobic (c - d) droplet profile and energy balance at t = 2 min.

Table 3: Experimental uncertainty.

Parameter PU [%]

Substrate temperature, Ts ± 0.26

Ambient temperature, T∞ ± 0.05

Air gap temperature, Tag ± 0.04

Generated flux, q′′gen ± 1.95

Droplet volume, Vd ± 5.21

Contact angle, θ ± 35.19

Base radius, Rb ± 2.66

Droplet height, Hd ± 1.51

Apex radius, RT ± 2.68

ries method [21] and their values are provided in Table 3.
The applied method takes into consideration the uncer-
tainties of the calibration curves fitted to thermal data, the
precision and accuracy of the voltage, current and optical
measurements. Correlation and covariance of the thermal
data are accounted for through crosscorrelation and auto-
correlation for the lateral conduction and energy storage
terms respectively. Fig. 5b and d present the individual
contributions of all the energy balance terms for both the

partial non-wetting and partial wetting droplets. The as-
sociated uncertainty of these terms is shown at three loca-
tions on the radial profile. These values are predominately
a function of the noise of the IR camera InSb sensor. Each
droplet case was tested three times; a good correlation of
experimental data was noted for all cases.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 5 compares the liquid-gas interface (Fig. 5a and
c) with the radial heat flux energy balance at t = 2 min
(Fig. 5b and d) for both the hydrophilic and superhy-
drophobic droplets respectively. The peak heat transfer for
both cases is positioned at the contact line, with the lateral
conduction of heat having the greatest contribution to the
energy balance. This is consistent with previously pub-
lished droplet evaporation and spray cooling studies [14–
16, 18]. Heat transfer away from the contact line in the
central bulk of the droplet can be through convection or
conduction depending on the Péclet Number [22, 23]. The
Péclet Number changes over the course of the evaporation
of a droplet due to the changing size and temperature dis-
tribution within the droplet. As such, the flow field within
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Table 4: Droplet evaporation comparison at t = 2 min.

Hydrophilic Superhydrophobic
Volume, V 68.33 73.16 µL
Contact angle, θ 74.2 156.2 °

Base radius, Rb 3.85 2.09 mm2

Liquid-gas area, Alg 67.4 74.3 mm2

Peak heat flux, q′′peak 2.87 4.00 kW m−2

Total droplet power dissipated, qcon 80.43 42.02 mW

the central bulk of the droplet is not studied in this work,
only the heat transfer from the substrate into the droplet
is characterised. Table 4 compares key droplet properties
of both cases at t = 2 min. For similar droplet volumes
and liquid-gas surface areas, the superhydrophobic droplet
has a 39% larger peak heat flux in comparison to the hy-

drophilic case. This is as a result of the larger contact
line length density1 (CLD) [15] in the superhydrophobic
case. In contrast, the hydrophilic droplet dissipates twice
as much thermal power (qcon) due to its larger solid-liquid

1CLD = contact line length / wetted area

Figure 6: Hydrophilic (a - c) and superhydrophobic (d - f) morphology and heat tansfer through time.
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surface area and total contact line length. This is clearer
when comparing Fig. 6 a and d, which show the droplet
geometries and heat flux footprints of the droplets corre-
sponding to Fig. 5. It is clear that both the high heat
flux contact line area and the lower heat flux central area
are larger for the hydrophilic droplet owing to the higher
surface energy which acts to spread the droplet to a larger
base radius, resulting in a larger contact line circumference
and base area. Thus, despite having similar volumes and

liquid-gas surface areas the hydrophilic droplet dissipates
a much larger thermal power.

Fig. 6 contrasts the evaporation modes, interface mor-
phologies and heat flux distributions of the hydrophilic
and superhydrophobic droplets at the beginning (Fig. 6a
and d), middle (Fig. 6c and e) and end (Fig. 6c and f) of
their evaporations. For convenience, these can be cross-
referenced with the respective time-histories of their ge-
ometric properties, which are plotted in Fig. 7 for the

Figure 7: Hydrophilic and superhydrophobic droplet geometric properties through time. (a) volume, (b) contact angle, (c) base radius, (d)
height, (e) apex principal radii, and (f) liquid-gas surface area. Empty markers = axisymmetric droplet, filled markers = non-axisymmetric
droplet.
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entire evaporation periods. Measured and calculated val-
ues from the Young-Laplace solution are shown, with solid
data points denoting when the axisymmetric assumption
is not valid.

Referring to Fig. 7, the superhydrophobic droplet evap-
orates primarily in the constant contact angle mode. From
t = 1 – 28 min the droplet evaporated with a relatively
constant contact angle of θ ≈150°, with a receding con-
tact line and decreasing droplet height (Fig. 7d – f). As
the droplet approaches complete evaporation (t = 29 – 32
min), it transitions into a mixed-mode regime. This mode
makes up only 10% of the total evaporation time and is
denoted by a decreasing contact angle and base radius.
The evaporation path and evolution of geometric parame-
ters are consistent with those previously reported by Dash
and Garimella [24]. In contrast, the hydrophilic droplet
evaporates initially in the CCR mode before transition-
ing into the mixed-mode regime. This is shown by the
near-constant base radius, monotonically decreasing con-
tact angle and droplet height from t = 0 – 11 min. This is
shown qualitatively in Fig. 7a and b. At t = 12 min, the
contact line becomes unpinned due to the contact angle
decreasing to the receding contact angle and the droplet
begins to evaporate in the mixed-mode regime (Fig. 7b

and c), with a decreasing base radius, contact angle and
droplet height for t = 13 - 21 min. These results agree with
what has been previously observed in the literature [25–28]
for pinned droplet evaporation on heated substrates.

Fig 8 a and d shows the heat flux into both droplets
over the course of their respective evaporation lifespans.
As previously noted [15], the receding contact line of the
superhydrophobic droplet results in an increased average
and peak heat flux due to the escalating liquid-gas inter-
face temperature and CLD. The receding nature of contact
line also serves to mitigate the accumulation of vapour con-
centration adjacent to the contact line [29]. A decrease in
the total thermal power dissipated is observed and this is
due to the shrinking solid-liquid interface area and contact
line length.

In terms of heat transfer, Figs. 8a and b illustrate
some key differences between the superhydrophobic and
hydrophilic droplets. In Fig. 8a it is clear that the peak
heat flux at the contact line is notably lower for the hy-
drophilic case when evaporating in CCR mode (t < 11
min). The fact that there is a difference is not surpris-
ing considering that, as discussed, the mechanisms of con-
tact line heat transfer are quite different between super-
hydrophobic and hydrophilic droplets. However, there is

Figure 8: Hydrophilic and superhydrophobic droplet evaporation heat transfer. (a) peak heat flux, (b) solid-liquid surface area, (c) thermal
power dissipated, and (d) average heat flux.
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insufficient detail here to explain exactly why the thin film
micro-region of the partial-wetting droplet is less effective.
It is noticed, however, that once the hydrophilic droplet
de-pins at t ∼ 11 min and evaporates in a mixed, though
predominantly CCA, mode (Fig. 7b), the contact line heat
flux escalates. This is further evidence to support a gen-
eral conclusion that CCR contact line evaporation is less
intense than CCA evaporation, though the underlying rea-
son will have to be studied further in the simulation envi-
ronment.

Fig. 8b shows that during the CCR evaporation mode
of the hydrophilic droplet (t < 11 min), the solid-liquid
contact area, that being the area through which thermal
energy is transferred into the liquid from the heated base,
is constant and significantly higher than that of the su-
perhydrophobic droplet. This is important for the instan-
taneous effective thermal resistance of the droplet. The
peak (Fig. 8a) and average (Fig. 8d) heat flux to the hy-
drophilic droplet are lower than that to the hydrophobic
one. However, due to the pinning of the contact line, and
subsequent much larger solid-liquid heat transfer surface
area, the thermal resistance of the hydrophilic drop is con-
siderably less resulting in about double the thermal power
dissipation, as shown in Fig. 8c. Thus, the general con-
clusion is that for the same droplet volume, CCR mode
evaporation creates the lower overall thermal resistance
compared with CCA evaporation because of the higher
liquid-solid surface area more than offsets the lower heat
flux. This, combined with the larger contact line length,
results in notably more thermal power being transferred
to hydrophilic droplets compared with superhydrophobic
ones of commensurate volume.

Once the hydrophilic droplet de-pins and it enters the
mixed evaporation mode (t = 11–21 min), the peak and
average heat flux (Figs 8a and d) escalate to the point
that, at the end of its life, they are comparable with the
levels observed for the hydrophobic droplet. Similarly, the
thermal power decreases (Fig 8c) owing largely to the de-
crease in the wetted surface area (Fig 8b). This exposes
another fundamental difference between the behaviour of
the two droplet types, considering that the superhydropho-
bic droplet experiences an almost steady decrease in the
wetted area and thermal power since its contact angle re-
mains constant until the very last stage of its evaporation
cycle (Fig. 7b).

The increase in the average heat flux was rationalized
in Gibbons et al. [15] for the superhydrophobic droplet by
considering the Contact Line Density (contact line length /
wetted area). This value describes the relative magnitude
of the contact line length, where high evaporative heat flux
is observed, to the overall wetted heat transfer area. It
was shown that the increasing CLD increases the average
heat flux since the proportionately high contact line heat
flux will be continually more influential over the respective
contact area.

With respect to the hydrophilic versus superhydropho-
bic droplet comparison, the influence of the CLD is illus-
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Figure 9: Average heat flux to the evaporating droplets compared
with the contact line length density over the complete evaporation
period.

trated in Fig. 5 for droplets of similar volume. For the
pinned hydrophilic droplet the CLD ∼ 0.5 mm−1, and the
average heat flux is q′′con,ave ∼ 1.7 kW m−2. This average
heat flux is notably less than that of the superhydrophobic
droplet ( q′′con,ave ∼ 2.6 kW m−2), because the larger base
radius keeps the high heat flux contact line region far from
the centre, resulting in a large interior region of ’low’ heat
flux i.e. comparable with the applied generated heat flux
(Fig. 5b). Conversely, the superhydrophobic droplet has a
significantly lower base radius resulting in a CLD ∼ 0.95
mm−1 and it is clear from Fig. 5d that the high contact
line heat transfer, in this case, is influential over the entire
heat transfer region of the droplet.

Fig. 9 plots the average heat flux to the droplets versus
CLD for both the hydrophilic and superhydrophobic cases
over their full evaporation periods. All of the data can be
correlated by a single linear line that intersects the ver-
tical axis at the applied heat flux. These illustrate some
potentially key insights with regard to the CLD and the
overall thermal resistance to heat transfer.

For an ideal symmetric droplet, CLD = 2/Rb. Thus,
the vertical axis intercept is associated with the case where
R is infinite. This is of course no longer a droplet, but that
of evaporation across a liquid layer of constant thickness.
Here there is no enhanced influence of the low thermal
resistance contact line region, the heat flux is simply the
applied heat flux, and the overall thermal resistance is a se-
ries sum of those associated with the liquid layer, the gas-
liquid interface and convection into the surrounding air.
For a formed droplet, the heat transfer from the heated
base to the ambient has two parallel pathways; one associ-
ated with the main dome (with mechanisms similar in na-
ture to that just described above), and one via the contact
line region. Decreasing Rb progressively increases the CLD
due to their inverse relationship. Physically, this progres-
sively increases the proportion of the total heat transfer
area that is influenced by the low thermal resistance con-
tact line region, at the expense of that associated with the
dome region. This is clear from the comparison of the heat
flux profiles for the droplets in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6f, where
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Table 5: Droplet evaporation comparison for similar CLD.

Hydrophilic Superhydrophobic
Contact line length density, CLD 1.19 1.22 mm−1

Volume, V 2.06 49.73 µL
Contact angle, θ 27.47 162.3 °

Base radius, Rb 1.68 1.64 mm
Solid-liquid surface area, Asl 8.87 8.45 mm2

Liquid-gas surface area, Alg 9.66 58.96 mm2

Peak heat flux, q′′peak 4.62 4.61 kW m−2

Average heat flux, q′′ave 3.22 3.09 kW m−2
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Figure 10: Hydrophilic and superhydrophobic droplet evaporation
for a similar CLD. (a) liquid-gas interface and (b) heat flux profile.

Rb ∼ 0.67 mm, CLD ∼ 3 mm−1, the heat transfer is now
in fact dominated by the contact line over the entire base
area.

Simply put, as the CLD increases, the proportion of the
overall thermal resistance associated with transporting en-
ergy to the ambient via the droplet dome decreases, whilst
that associated with the contact line region increases. Im-
portantly, this generalized effect should be independent
of the thermal boundary condition beneath the droplet.
Considering the two idealized extremes, a constant tem-
perature base should experience an increased average heat
flux with decreased CLD, whilst a constant heat flux base
should experience a decrease in the average temperature.

Fig. 10 compares both evaporation cases for a constant
CLD. These correspond to t = 10 min and t = 20 min
for the superhydrophobic and hydrophilic droplets respec-
tively and represents the region where the CLD of the two
data sets overlap. Table 5 compares droplet properties of

both cases. Despite the large difference in droplet volume,
liquid-gas surface area and contact angle, near-identical
peak and average heat fluxes are noted for both cases, due
to the similar CLD. This shows that, for a given heated
substrate-liquid combination, the conjugate heat transfer
strongly depends on the droplet base radius and not on the
geometric, thermal and wetting condition of the droplet.
This being the case, it seems plausible to characterize the
order of magnitude of conjugate heat transfer for a given
droplet-substrate combination in terms of a lateral con-
duction Biot number, Bi = hL2/kt, where h and L are
the characteristic heat transfer coefficient and character-
istic length of the contact line region respectively, and k
and t are the thermal conductivity and the thickness of
the substrate.

4. Conclusion

The geometric properties and heat flux distributions
to a hydrophilic evaporating droplet were characterized
using thermal imaging and droplet shape analysis. These
results were compared and contrasted with that of a su-
perhydrophobic evaporating droplet over their respective
evaporation periods. The hydrophilic droplet evaporated
initially in the CCR regime, before transitioning to the
mixed-mode regime once the contact angle decreased to
the receding contact angle. The peak heat flux was noted
at the contact line region for the entire life of the droplets.
The average heat flux was noted to increase only marginally
in the CCR regime, and this was as a result of the small yet
monotonic increase in the contact line heat flux. During
the CCR mode of evaporation, the peak heat flux was no-
tably lower than that associated with a superhydrophobic
droplet of similar volume. Once the contact line unpinned,
the evaporation proceeded in a similar manner to that of
the superhydrophobic droplet. Both the peak and average
heat flux increased with escalating CLD. The total ther-
mal power dissipated to the hydrophilic droplet decreased
as the mixed-mode evaporation continued. The average
heat flux density into the droplet was shown to be propor-
tionally dependent on the CLD.

Comparing the superhydrophobic and hydrophilic droplet
directly for similar volumes showed that the hydrophilic
droplet dissipated twice the total power due to its larger
solid-liquid surface area and total contact line length. This
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is despite having a lower peak and average heat flux. Con-
trasting the superhydrophobic and hydrophilic droplets
for different and similar CLD highlights the importance
of CLD in droplet evaporation. In particular, for similar
working fluids and diffusion-based evaporation, it is con-
cluded that the CLD largely dictates the relative propor-
tion of the total heat transferred to the ambient via the
low thermal resistance contact line region, and that for a
given substrate the conjugate heat transfer depends much
more on the CLD compared to the droplet contact angle
or liquid-gas surface area. Future work will explore the
impact of electric fields and gravity on the heat transfer
to evaporating hydrophobic and hydrophilic droplets.
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